PRODUCT INFORMATION

DESIGN WA202 RECEIVER
The WA202 possesses outstanding transparency and
openness for such a relatively inexpensive device.
YBA’s WA202 receiver is noteworthy for its temporal
acuity, excellent timing and speed, and austere –
clean but not clinical – tonality and forthright but
unexaggerated dynamics. Put together this is a great
recipe for an exuberantly music presentation. Factor
in decent build and a fine feature count, and it’s a
charmer.
Hi Fi Choice UK

With its distinctive styling, Design products are not the usual standard 430 mm width, but rather a highly
attractive 320mm. The amplifier does not have the accepted ‘standard’ four feet, but is supported by
extensions of the casework giving three pointed support.
The WA202 has four push button fascia controls and operate differently when the tuner is selected.
Controls include source, function, volume down and volume up. At the far left hand side is the power on/off.
The receiver also comes with a most attractive remote control handset.
It has five sets of RCA connections on the rear panel, which include a pre-out for those people who may like
to connect a separate power amplifier, powered speakers or subwoofer. There is a USB connection for iPod
charging together with an IR in and out capability to link Design products one to the other.
The RDS tuner section provides the capability to store 40 FM preset stations plus a further 40 AM preset
stations. The front panel function switch is used with the tuner cycling through the available options. When
using the tuner, the volume - and volume + buttons control the selection of stored stations, or alternatively,
the navigation of stations when preset stations are not in use.
AUDIO OUTPUTS
POWER OUTPUT (8 OHMS)
SNR
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
THD+N
INPUTS
TUNER BANDS
TUNER PRESETS
USB POWER SUPPLY
POWER SUPPLY
CUSTOM INSTALLATION
CONSTRUCTION
DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT
COLOUR

1 pair speaker outputs 1 Pre-out (RCA)
50W per channel
>90dB
20Hz - 20kHz
<0.01%
4 Prs RCA
FM AM
40 FM 40 AM
Type B, 5V, 600 mA maximum
Linear power supply with high performance El type transformer 160 VA
IR in IR out
Single frame aluminium
320 x 280 x110
10 kg
Black

